FRENCH GUARD ALGERIAN JEWS AGAINST MOSLEM RIOTING ON YOM KIPPUR

PARIS, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- The French authorities in Algeria took precautions today against a renewal of Arab-Jewish rioting in Algiers and Oran, on the occasion of the Jewish observance of Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement.

With passions still high, and the city tense after the two days of communal rioting that marred the observance of Rosh Hashanah, and further rioting Sunday when one Jew was killed and a 15-year-old Jewish boy seriously wounded, the authorities took no chances that an incident might set off a new outbreak. Strong police reinforcements were moved into position today in both cities, guarding the synagogues. In Oran, the police cut off the Mellah, the old Jewish quarter, from the rest of the city to prevent infiltration by Arab gangs seeking revenge for the beatings they received during the disturbances last week and Sunday.

LEADERS DENY WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS SESSION WAS 'INIMICAL' TO MOROCCO

PARIS, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- Two prominent Moroccan Jews called upon the Istiqlal Party newspaper, Al Alam, today to halt a campaign against the Moroccan Jewish community based on the participation by the two men in the recent conference of the World Jewish Congress, in Geneva.

The newspaper had described the Congress session as a Zionist meeting aimed to advance the cause of Israel and encourage Jewish emigration from North Africa to the Jewish State. It charged that, through the participation of their leaders in this meeting, the Moroccan Jewish community had been guilty of disloyalty to "national Moroccan policy."

The paper called for "merciless sanctions."

The two leaders, Marc Sabbagh and David Azoulay, wrote to the paper that they had attended the executive meeting of the World Jewish Congress, but denied that there was anything in the meeting inimical to Morocco. Their joint letter concluded: "The Maghreb (the Arab nation) always understood that the Jewish religion was more than a mere cult, and demands contact among Jewish communities so long as this does not interfere with our duties as loyal Moroccan citizens."

MAPIAI FORMS PARLIAMENTARY BLOC WITH POALE AGUDAH, ARAB KNESSET MEMBERS

TEL-AVIV, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- A parliamentary bloc in Israel's new Knesset has been formed here by the Mapai party, the ultra-Orthodox Poale Agudah labor faction, and four pro-Mapai Arab members of the Knesset, it was announced by Mapai leaders here today. The announcement was made by Finance Minister Levi Eshkol, Mapai political leader Yosef Almogi and Shimon Peres, deputy Defense Minister, who reported formation of the bloc to Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion.

The newly formed bloc has a total of 48 seats in the Knesset, as against an aggregate of 46 seats held by the "Club of Four" parties—the Liberals, Mapam, National Religious Party and Achdut Avodah.

Optimism in regard to formation of the new Government by Mr. Eshkol was expressed in some Mapai circles after formation of this bloc. Until now, some Mapai quarters were gloomy concerning Mr. Eshkol's chances for building a new coalition Government; However, representatives of the "Club of Four" parties indicated they believed it was still too early for Mapai optimism. They insisted on pointing out that, even with the new bloc acting in concert, Mapai will still lack a majority in the Knesset. They insist on some legal modifications, limiting the powers of Mapai, although it is the leading party in the number of members of Parliament.

All negotiations for the formation of the new Government were suspended today, and will be resumed after Yom Kippur.

BEN-GURION VOICES ISRAEL'S SHOCK OVER HAMMARSKJOLD'S DEATH

JERUSALEM, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- As the blue flag of the United Nations flew at half-mast over UN Headquarters in No-Man's Land between Israel and Jordan today, in mourning over the death of Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold, many Israeli officials and leaders, with Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion in the forefront, expressed their shock over the untimely
death of the United Nations chief. They expressed concern coupled with anxiety over the impact his death might have on the future effectiveness of the United Nations.

Voicing his deepest condolences, Premier Ben-Gurion praised the late Mr. Hammarskjold as an international public servant who had "aspired to increased peace in our region." "If he did not always succeed," said Mr. Ben-Gurion, "it was not for lack of good will on his part." Pointing out that Mr. Hammarskjold lost his life "on a mission of peace," Mr. Ben-Gurion said Mr. Hammarskjold's death is a grievous loss to the United Nations, particularly at this time of heightened world tension."

JEWS WORLD OVER DEDICATE SELF TO PENITENCE, PURIFICATION ON YOM KIPPUR

NEW YORK, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- Jews the world over dedicated themselves today to earnest penitence and profoundest prayers on the eve of the most solemn day of the year, Yom Kippur. At Kol Nidrei services just before sundown today, throughout tonight and tomorrow, ending with the closing prayer of "Neillah" tomorrow, Jews consecrated themselves to devotions, purification, seeking forgiveness for past sins, seeking reconciliation with God and renewal of religious, ethical and moral life.

Tonight and tomorrow, as the Day of Atonement is observed, the 10 Days of Awe are concluded. These Penitential Days began exactly 10 days ago, with the celebration of Rosh Hashanah.

Many hundreds of thousands of business and professional offices, industrial plants and other private enterprises will be tightly closed for Yom Kippur in this city and in most parts of the country, as well as the world over. In the United States, as well as in many other countries of the free world, schools and universities have made special arrangements to excuse Jewish students and teachers.

SCELMN ATMOSPHERE PERVADES ISRAEL; DIPLOMATS ATTEND SYNAGOGUE SERVICES

JERUSALEM, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- The traditional Yom Kippur Eve solemnity pervaded Israel today. The solemn atmosphere enveloped cities and towns, villages and settlements, defense installations and frontier outposts, as all of Israel prepared to observe Yom Kippur. Unlike the days preceding Rosh Hashanah, roads and highways were virtually deserted. The vast majority of Israelis stayed home, preparing themselves for devotions, prayers and contemplation.

In all of Israel's major cities, synagogues and special places of worship were prepared for capacity attendance, especially for this evening's Kol Nidrei service and for the "Neillah"--closing prayers at sundown tomorrow. Many tourists and Jews from all over the world who had come to Israel especially for the High Holy Days were expected to attend the services.

Synagogues here and at Tel Aviv--where most foreign embassies maintain their diplomatic missions--have reserved seats at Yom Kippur services for members of the diplomatic corps, many of whom expressed their desire to show their respect for Israel and for the Jewish religion by attending services in the Jewish houses of worship. Cemeteries throughout Israel were crowded with relatives of deceased crowding to the burial places of their beloved, reciting the traditional "El Maleh Rachum" memorial chants at the gravesides.

FRENCH JEWS MAKE SPECI L YOM KIPPUR ARRANGEMENTS FOR TUNISIAN REFUGEES

PRIS, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- About 100 Jews who have left Tunisia permanently, and are to settle in France, were expected here today. Special arrangements were made to care for them on the eve of Yom Kippur.

Jewish welfare agencies prepared a special pre-fast meal for them and made arrangements for their observance of the Holy Day. Previously, a special bureau was set up to assist the arrivals through the complex administrative formalities. Although France grants an automatic right of asylum to refugees from Tunisia, some of the formalities are complex and difficult for the newcomers. Another office was opened by the welfare agencies to help these arrivals and several hundred predecessors find lodging and jobs.

Unprecedented forvar marked preparations in the French capital for observance of the Day of Atonement. Synagogues in the city were expected to be filled to capacity. The Liberal Synagogue is holding special services in the Palais du Chaillot, which has a seating capacity of 4,000.

GOLDBERG HAILS ZIONIST 'PEACE CORPS' WORK, RAPS 'DUAL LOYALTY' CRY

CHICAGO, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- Hadassah, Pioneer Women and other Zionist groups, "were the real forrunners of the Peace Corps idea," long before the term itself was invented, Secretary of Labor Arthur J. Goldberg told 1,200 guests at a Jewish National Fund dinner here. "They had lent American know-how and spirit to helping a then backward country achieve a better life," he said, referring to Israel. "This pioneering spirit, he said, was "America's contribution to its sister democracy in the Middle East."

Mr. Goldberg, who spoke at a dinner honoring Congressman Sidney Yates, reminded his audience that in the early 1930's, he had himself been chairman of a Zionist organization. He declared that he was in full accord with the dictum laid down by the late Justice Brandeis regarding so-called dual loyalty. He recalled that Justice Brandeis had said "a better Jew is a better American."
HIGH HOLY DAY ACTIVITY IN U.S. TO BRING $7,500,000 FOR ISRAEL BONDS

NEW YORK, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- High Holy Day activity for Israel bonds, which usually produces subscriptions amounting to more than $7,500,000, was conducted in 500 synagogues throughout the country between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur; it was reported here today by Dr. Joseph J. Schwartz, executive vice-president of the Israel Bond Organization.

Dr. Schwartz also made public the text of a cable from Israel's Premier David Ben-Gurion, reading: "I don't know whether, at any time in history, lending money by Jews has produced such significant results as the Israel Bond drive in which you are participating. Israel bonds help to rebuild our ancient homeland; they help to regenerate the free independent Jewish nation; they help to enhance the glory of the Jewish name; they help to ensure the future of the Jewish race; they help to increase the pride of Jews throughout the world."

CANADIAN ZIONISTS DECIDE TO DEVELOP FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR EDUCATION

BANFF, Alberta, Canada, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- A regional Zionist Cultural Institute to develop "financial and moral" support to Hebrew education institutions in Western Canada was voted here at the conclusion of a four-day leadership seminar conducted by the Western conference of the Zionist Organization of Canada. The seminar also voted to raise $100,000 in this region as a contribution to the $500,000 mortgage loan being floated by the Zionist Organization to assist the housing of Canadians in Israel.

The Zionist Cultural Institute was charged in the first resolution to "develop financial and moral support for upper grades of day schools, and for the day and evening Hebrew high school programs in the region." Part of the work of the institute is to include also support and coordination of summer camps "doing a Zionist job" in the region.

Another resolution favored establishment of an annual study mission to Israel for Western Canada, starting with an Israeli tour next spring.

B'NAI B'RITH PARLEY DECIDES TO ESTABLISH VARIOUS PROJECTS IN ISRAEL

WASHINGTON, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- A $100,000 community center at Moledet B'nai B'rith in Israel, will be completed and dedicated by December, the B'nai B'rith Committee for Israel reported at its annual meeting today. A similar cultural and social center was approved for construction at Ramat Zvi, a settlement sponsored by B'nai B'rith in memory of the late Henry Moshny. Work will begin in December.

In other actions, the committee voted $50,000 for the B'nai B'rith Martyr's Forest, a part of the Jewish National Fund reforestation project; a doubling of B'nai B'rith-sponsored tours, which brought 500 visitors to Israel in the past year; and a $7,500,000 goal in the sale of Israel bonds for the next six months.

JEWISH COMMUNITY IN NEWARK TO CELEBRATE CENTURY OF JEWISH PHILANTHROPY

NEWARK, N.J., Sept. 19, (JTA) -- The Jewish community of Essex County, which includes Newark and this city's environs, will celebrate this year the hundredth anniversary of organized Jewish philanthropy in this area, it was announced here today by Martin Jelin, president of the Jewish Community Council, and Abner Benisch, president of the Jewish Counseling and Service Agency.

A special centenary committee to plan the celebration has been named by the two agencies, with Herbert J. Hannoch, local attorney and communal leader, as chairman; Mr. Hannoch is a descendant of one of the German Jewish immigrants here who, in 1861, formed the Hebrew Orphan Asylum and Benevolent Society. The society was this country's predecessor of the modern, Jewish communal organizations of today.

Mr. Hannoch has been active in Jewish community affairs here for many years. He was a member of the board of the Jewish Community Council, president of the Jewish Children's Home and first president of the Jewish Child Care Association.

GEORGE WISE DONATES OPERATING THEATRE AT HADASSAH-HEBREW U. HOSPITAL

JERUSALEM, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- A major operating theatre at the new Hadassah-Hebrew University Hospital in Ein Karum was donated to the institution by George Wise, prominent American Jewish philanthropist, and Mrs. Wise, in honor of Dr. John H. Garlock, chairman of the American Jewish Physicians Committee, it was announced here today at a reception at the hospital honoring Dr. Garlock.

NON-JEWISH WOMAN WINS BIBLE CONTEST IN BRAZIL; WILL GO TO ISRAEL

RIO DE JANEIRO, Sept. 19, (JTA) -- A 44-year-old non-Jewish woman, the mother of four, outpaced 421 other contestants to win: the countrywide Bible contest, and will represent Brazil at the International Bible Quiz opening in Jerusalem October 3. The winner, Mrs. Yolanda Anversa da Silva, a schoolteacher, was named the winner in a contest here sponsored by Israel Ambassador Yosef Tekoah. Judges in the competition included Catholic, Protestant and Jewish clergymen.
MONTREAL, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- Amendments to the Canadian criminal code, intended to put teeth into Canadian laws outlawing oral or written dissemination of hate statements or literature directed against any "class of persons," were proposed to Minister of Justice Dave Fulton today by the Canadian Jewish Congress.

A delegation representing the Congress, led by Monroe Abbey, chairman of the national executive, met with Mr. Fulton, and submitted the proposed amendments in writing.

One of the clauses would authorize courts to sentence to two years' imprisonment any one found guilty who "publishes or circulates, or causes to be published or circulated, orally or in writing, any statement, tale or news, intended or calculated to incite violence or provoke disorder against any class of persons or against any person as a member of any class in Canada."

A section of the newly criminal code would read, according to the Congress proposal, as follows: "Injury or mischief to a public interest shall include promoting disaffection among or ill-will or hostility between different classes of persons in Canada."

The Congress memorandum given to the Minister of Justice expresses "our concern with the provisions of the Criminal Code with regard to resort to statements or allegations, whether true or false, designed to incite to violence against any class of persons or to provoke disorders against them." The memorandum emphasizes:

"Such statements can find no justification in any belief in their truth or validity by the speaker or writer. If his design is to provoke disorder, he can find no protection in any of the freedoms which we are all sworn to uphold."

The Congress memorandum pointed out that the Dominion of Canada, by ratifying the United Nations Genocide Convention, had determined to "have a look at its criminal law so as to determine whether it can deal effectively even with such 'loose talk' about future needs for concentration camps in Canada in which one man engaged over the medium of a national television network and which might well be repeated by someone who would have to be taken more seriously."

The memorandum also pointed out that the Canadian Bill of Rights "seeks to guarantee inter alia the right of the individual to life, liberty, security of person, etc., without discrimination by reason of race, national origin, color or religion."

THREE JEWS AMONG 9 MEMBERS OF NEW YORK CITY'S NEW BOARD OF EDUCATION

NEW YORK, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- Three Jews are among the nine members of the new Board of Education of the City of New York sworn in today to replace the old Board which was removed by an act of the New York State Legislature.

The three Jewish members of the new board, who were appointed yesterday by Mayor Robert F. Wagner, are: Anna A. Rosenberg, former Assistant Secretary of Defense and currently a public relations consultant; Max J. Rubin, an attorney active in various educational projects; and Morris Iushewitz, a labor leader. The members of the new Board will serve without salary.

ROCKWELL PAYS FINE FOR ANTI-SEMITIC RALLIES, STAGES ANOTHER RACIST MEETING

WASHINGTON, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- George Lincoln Rockwell, commander of the American Nazi Party, today ended a 14-month legal battle, by paying a $100 fine for disorderly conduct at two anti-Semitic rallies in Washington last summer. After paying the fine, the Nazis, led by Rockwell, staged an anti-Semitic rally in Judiciary Square here, just outside the Federal Court building.

On August 30, 1960, Municipal Court Judge Mildred Reeves found Rockwell guilty of disorderly conduct in two cases; she levied concurrent sentences of $100 or 30 days in jail.

Rockwell appealed, but the sentence was upheld by the Municipal Court of Appeals.

Last Wednesday the higher court notified the Municipal Court of its decision, and the lower court ordered Rockwell to pay the fine or go to jail.

ISIDORE DILLON, LITTERATOUR, POET, J.T.A. STAFF MEMBER, DEAD AT 72

NEW YORK, Sept. 19; (JTA) -- Isidore Dillon, active for many years in Yiddish literary and poetry circles, and a member of the staff of the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, died here last night at the age of 72.

Born in Lithuania, Mr. Dillon, a brother of the late well-known Yiddish poet, Abraham Moshe Dillon, came to this country in 1904. He edited several volumes of Yiddish poetry, and had a number of his own poems published in leading periodicals.